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Abstract
We study the process J/Ψ → γφω, measured by the BES experiment, where a neat peak close

to the φω threshold is observed and is associated to a scalar meson resonance around 1800 MeV.

We make the observation that a scalar resonance coupling to φω unavoidably couples strongly to

KK̄, but no trace of a peak is seen in the KK̄ spectrum of the J/Ψ → γKK̄ at this energy. This

serves us to rule out the interpretation of the observed peak as a signal of a new resonance. After

this is done, a thorough study is performed on the production of a pair of vector mesons and how

its interaction leads necessarily to a peak in the J/Ψ → γφω reaction close to the φω threshold,

due to the dynamical generation of the f0(1710) resonance by the vector-vector interaction. We

then show that both the shape obtained for the φω mass distribution, as well as the strength are

naturally reproduced by this mechanism. The work also explains why the φω peak is observed in

the BES experiment and not in other reactions, like B± → K±φω of Belle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A BES experiment looking for the decay of J/Ψ → γφω [1] observed a neat peak close to
the φω threshold which was tentatively associated to a JP C = 0++ state with mass around
1812 MeV and width of about 105 MeV. An experiment with ten times more statistics has
been reported recently [2] and the peak is reconfirmed, the reanalysis leading to claims of
a state with mass M = 1795 ± 7+23

−5 MeV and a width Γ = 95 ± 10+78
−34 MeV, where the

first error is statistical and the second systematic. They also report a product of branching
ratios B(J/Ψ → γR) × B(R → φω) = (2.00 ± 0.08+1.38

−1.00) × 10−4. The decay of J/Ψ → γφω
is doubly OZI suppressed with a production rate that is smaller by at least one order of
magnitude with respect to J/Ψ → γωω and J/Ψ → γφφ [3].

As usual, any new claim of a state is followed by theoretical suggestions for its interpreta-
tion, and in this case there have been works offering possible interpretations as a tetraquark
state [4], a hybrid [5], a glueball state [6], a threshold cusp attracting a resonance [7] and an
effect due to intermediate meson rescattering [8]. So far, none of these interpretations has
been ruled out or supported by the experiment.

In Ref. [6] the J/Ψ → γG is considered, where G is a glueball state, followed by the decay
of G into vector-vector, which is studied in Refs. [9, 10] within the vector meson dominance
hypothesis. The possibility that the peak seen at BES could be a glueball is found likely,
although other alternative explanations are not excluded.

In the present work we propose a different interpretation as due to the production of
the f0(1710) resonance below the φω threshold. We shall show that the presence of this
resonance necessarily leads to a peak around the φω threshold with a shape and strength
compatible with experiment. Invoking the principle that if one phenomenon can be explained
by an already established mechanism one should not make claims of new physics, we will
conclude that the observed peak is not a signal of a new resonance but a manifestation of
the f0(1710). One might try to cast doubts on the peak seen in BES III since a devoted
search of the Belle collaboration in the B± → K±φω reaction [11] does not see the peak.
However, we shall provide an explanation of why these two facts are not contradictory.

A very strong argument against the peak being a new resonance decaying to φω is provided
by the fact that both the ω and the φ couple strongly to KK̄. In this case the ω and φ can
emit both a KK̄ pair and one of the K can be exchanged virtually between the two vectors,
leading to a decay of the 0++ state into KK̄ with L = 0 (see Fig. 1). This is discussed in
detail in section II. C and Fig. 2 of Ref. [12]. There one can see that the largest part of the
width of a resonance with mass around 1800 MeV coupling to φω would be due to the decay
into the KK̄ channel since there is practically no phase space for decay into φω or K∗K̄∗. In
the KK̄ decay channel the mass of the resonance would be very far from the KK̄ threshold
and the peak should be clearly observable, with no ambiguities about its interpretation1.
Yet, in the experiment studying J/Ψ decay into γKK̄, clear peaks are seen for the f0(1500)
and f0(1710) but no trace is seen of any peak around 1800 MeV [13]. Similarly, MARK
III [14] reports a clear signal for the f0(1710) in the KK̄ spectra but no signal around 1800
MeV.

At the same time a new resonance is being claimed with quantum numbers 0++ and
mass close to 1800 MeV, observed in the two pion and four pion mass spectrum, named
f0(1790) [15–17] and which one could be tempted to link to the peak found in J/Ψ →
1 Actually, noting this fact, the authors of Ref. [6] suggest that it would be interesting to look in detail for

the γKK̄ decay channel.
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FIG. 1. A resonance R of mass ∼ 1800 MeV, that couples to φω, decaying to KK̄.

γφω. This possibility can be, however, easily ruled out by considering the fact that the
decay of f0(1790) to KK̄ has been found to be strongly suppressed as compared to ππ or
ππππ channels (for a natural explanation of this property of the f0(1790) see Ref. [18]).
Quoting textually from Ref. [16]: “A particular feature is that the f0(1790) → ππ is strong,
but there is little or no corresponding signal for decays to KK̄”. As a consequence, the
enhancement observed near threshold in J/Ψ → γφω can not be related with the f0(1790)
since the φω system would not have a suppressed decay to KK̄ (see Fig. 1), but just the
opposite, as explained a few lines above.

Among the theoretical papers mentioned, Ref. [8] deserves a special attention since the
idea is also that the peak observed could be a manifestation of the f0(1710) resonance, as
we state here, a possibility also hinted in Ref. [6]. The idea in Ref. [8] is that the J/Ψ
decays into γf0(1710), then the f0(1710) resonance couples to a pair of mesons (vector
mesons, particularly K∗K̄∗, were shown to be dominant) and there is rescattering of these
vector mesons to produce the φω final state. An enhancement close to the φω threshold
was produced with this mechanism, with a strength much smaller than the experimental
data, and no firm conclusions were drawn. Yet, as the authors mentioned, there were many
unknowns in the model, particularly tied to the interaction of vector mesons (V ), where a
perturbative approach was followed, assuming V V → φω transition mediated by K and κ
exchange. An important step forward in this direction was taken later on in Refs. [12, 19],
where a thorough study of the vector-vector interaction was done using a coupled channel
unitary approach with the dynamics extracted from the local hidden gauge Lagrangians [20–
22]. This study allowed to see that the vector-vector scattering matrices develop some poles
as a consequence of the interaction, and resonances are generated. These resonant states
qualify as molecular states of two vector mesons and are usually referred to as dynamically
generated resonances. Among many of them, the f0(1710) is generated and couples strongly
to K∗K̄∗ and φω. In such a case, the mechanism for final φω production proceeds with
a primary production of γV V followed by rescattering of these vectors to produce φω in
the final state. As we shall see, the primary production of φω is not allowed and only the
V V rescattering leads to the φω in the final state. One could reinterpret the doubly OZI
suppressed mechanism for φω production in this way, the first suppression applying to the
production of all VV pairs without charm. This particular feature actually works in favor
of having a more neat resonant shape since the φω comes only from rescattering of the
vector mesons by means of an amplitude that incorporates the f0(1710) resonance. Thus,
a background from uncorrelated φω production is essentially absent in the mechanism of
production and the effects of the f0(1710) show up more clearly. Since the resonance is
below the φω threshold, it is a combination of the tail of this resonance and the increasing
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phase space for φω production what produces the visible peak. An enhancement of the
strength near threshold due to resonances below threshold is unavoidable and this is a well
known effect. Sometimes this shows up only as a deviation from phase space, with no peak
structure [23–25], but, depending on the strength of the background, sometimes it can also
show up as a clear peak. This was the case of the e+e− → J/ΨDD̄ reaction, where one
peak close to the DD̄ threshold was observed and associated to a resonance in the Belle
collaboration work of Ref. [26]. However, in Ref. [27] it was shown that a better fit to the
data occurred due to the presence of a scalar hidden charm state below the DD̄ threshold,
X(3700), predicted in Ref. [28]. In the present case, the absence of a significant background
for φω production magnifies the resonance shape close to the φω threshold, to the point
that in Refs. [1, 2] a strong case was made about the discovery of a new resonance. We
shall argue here that this is not the case, showing that the peak comes as an unavoidable
consequence of the coupling of φω to the f0(1710) resonance.

II. FORMALISM

In Ref. [29] the study of the radiative decay modes of the J/Ψ into a photon and one of
the tensor mesons f2(1270), f ′

2(1525), as well as the scalar ones f0(1370) and f0(1710), was
undertaken and a good agreement with ratios of branching ratios was obtained. We will
follow closely this formalism since for our present study we need both the radiative decay of
the J/Ψ into f0(1710), as well as the more concrete one of the J/Ψ → γφω.

As in Ref. [29], we assume, following the argumentation of Ref. [3], that the mechanism of
Fig. 2a dominates the reaction. Further support for this assumption was found in Ref. [29].
Then, the cc̄ component after the γ radiation can decay into pairs of vectors, which inevitably
will interact among themselves. This is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3. The following
step is to recall that the cc̄ object can be considered as an SU(3) singlet and then the pair
of original vectors in the primary step will couple to an SU(3) singlet. The vector-vector
content in the SU(3) singlet can be easily obtained from the trace of V · V

VVSU(3) singlet = Tr[V · V ], (1)

(a) (b)

c

c̄

c

c̄

FIG. 2. Two mechanisms of the J/Ψ radiative decay considering the possibilities that: (a) the

photon is radiated from the initial cc̄ state and (b) the photon is radiated from the final hadronic

state.
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FIG. 3. Schematic representation of J/Ψ decay into a photon and one dynamically generated

resonance.

where V is the SU(3) matrix of the vector mesons

V =







1√
2
ρ0 + 1√

2
ω ρ+ K∗+

ρ− − 1√
2
ρ0 + 1√

2
ω K∗0

K∗− K̄∗0 φ





 . (2)

We, thus, find the vertex

VVSU(3) singlet = ρ0ρ0 +ρ+ρ− +ρ−ρ+ +ωω+K∗+K∗− +K∗0K̄∗0 +K∗−K∗+ +K̄∗0K∗0 +φφ.

(3)
One then projects this combination of VV states, which are the building blocks of the
resonance produced, into VV isospin states with unitary normalization (an extra factor
1/

√
2 for identical particles or symmetrized ones) and phase convention |ρ+〉 = −|1, +1〉,

|K∗−〉 = −|1/2, −1/2〉,

|ρρ〉I=0 = − 1√
6

|ρ0ρ0 + ρ+ρ− + ρ−ρ+〉, (4)

|K∗K̄∗〉I=0 = − 1

2
√

2
|K∗+K∗− + K∗0K̄∗0 + K∗−K∗+ + K̄∗0K∗0〉, (5)

|ωω〉I=0 =
1√
2

|ωω〉, (6)

|φφ〉I=0 =
1√
2

|φφ〉, (7)

and one gets the weights for primary VV production of the process J/Ψ → γVV with VV
pairs in I = 0:

wi =



























−
√

3
2

for ρρ

−
√

2 for K∗K̄∗
1√
2

for ωω
1√
2

for φφ.

. (8)

It is interesting to note that there is no primary production of φω with this mechanism.
Production of φω will occur with the rescattering of the primary V V vectors as depicted in
Fig. 3, and the sum of these terms is readily done by means of

tJ/Ψ→γφω = A
4

∑

j=1

wjGjtj→φω, (9)

with A an unknown constant, wj the weights of Eq. (8) for the different primary V V channels,
Gj the loop function for the intermediate V V states and tj→φω the transition scattering
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matrix from the intermediate V V states to φω. We take the information for the Gj and tij

functions from Ref. [12].
In Eq. (9) A represents the reduced matrix element for the operator responsible for the

transition cc̄ → VVSU(3) singlet. Indeed

〈cc̄|Op|(V V )j〉 =
∑

R

〈cc̄|Op|(V V )R〉〈(V V )R|(V V )j〉, (10)

where (V V )R denotes a given R representation of SU(3) for two vectors and (V V )j refers
to a particular V V physical channel. Since cc̄ is an SU(3) singlet only the VVSU(3) singlet

representation contributes to the sum. The factor 〈cc̄|Op|(V V )R〉 stands for the coefficient
A and 〈(V V )R|(V V )j〉 are then the ωj coefficients given in Eq. (8).

The argument about the absence of φω tree level is quite powerful. Indeed, take now
the Belle reaction mentioned in the introduction B± → K±φω. This is a weak interaction
process which does not conserve isospin, and, thus, SU(3). As a consequence we can not
associate a unique SU(3) representation to the φω system and then we can have tree level φω
background which would blur the appearance of a possible peak. We shall give an example
of this at the end of the results section. In view of this argument, the facts that a peak in
the φω invariant mass is seen in the BES experiment but not at Belle can be reconciled.
Thus, the Belle finding cannot be used to cast doubts on the BES peak, which we do not
question. Instead we show that it is unavoidable as a consequence of the presence of the
f0(1710) resonance.

The ti→j matrices can be traced back to the results of Ref. [12] by writing for each
resonance

ti→j =
gigj

s − M2
R + iMRΓR

(11)

where gi, gj are the couplings of the resonance to the i, j channels. We only need the f0(1710)
resonance here and the couplings are tabulated in Table I.

TABLE I. Couplings gk’s appearing in Eq. (11), with k one of the coupled channels: ρρ, K∗K̄∗,

ωω, φφ, and φω. The units of these gk’s are MeV.

R ρρ K∗K̄∗ ωω φφ φω

f0(1710) −1030 + i1086 7124 + i96 −1763 + i108 −2493 − i204 3010 − i210

With the amplitude of Eq. (9), which depends on the invariant mass of φω, we can
construct the φω mass distribution given by

dΓ

dMinv
=

1

(2π)3

1

4M2
J/Ψ

pγ q̄ω | tJ/Ψ→γφω |2, (12)

where pγ and q̄ω are the photon momentum in the J/Ψ rest frame and the ω momentum in
the φω rest frame, respectively

pγ =
λ1/2

(

M2
J/Ψ, 0, M2

inv

)

2MJ/Ψ

;

q̄ω =
λ1/2

(

M2
inv, m2

ω, m2
φ

)

2Minv
. (13)
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On the other hand, if we are interested in the production of the f0(1710) resonance
regardless of its decay channel, the relevant mechanism is depicted diagrammatically in
Fig. 4 and we have

J/ψ R
≡

R

V

V

J/ψcc̄ cc̄

FIG. 4. Schematic representation of J/Ψ decay into a photon and a dynamically generated reso-

nance.

tJ/Ψ→γf0(1710) = A
4

∑

j=1

wjGjgj (14)

and the partial decay width for this process is given by

ΓJ/Ψ→γf0(1710) =
1

8π

1

M2
J/Ψ

| tJ/Ψ→γf0(1710) |2 qγ , (15)

where qγ is the momentum of the photon, like pγ of Eq. (13) but calculated at Minv =
Mf0(1710). The theory cannot provide the value of the constant A in Eqs. (9) and (14) since
this requires a precise knowledge of the mechanism of OZI suppression, but if we divide
dΓ/dMinv by ΓJ/Ψ→γf0

the constant is cancelled and we can make precise predictions for the
ratio. We shall call this ratio RΓ

RΓ =

∫

dMinv
dΓ

dMinv

ΓJ/Ψ→γf0(1710)

, (16)

which we can evaluate with the tools presented before. The value of this quantity is relevant
because, together with the shape of the φω mass distribution, it can be compared with the
experimental values.

Experimentally we have, from the Particle Data Group (PDG) [30],

B
(

J/Ψ → γf0(1710) → γKK̄
)

=
(

8.5+1.2
−0.9

)

× 10−4 (17)

and for B
(

f0(1710) → KK̄
)

we have some values in Ref. [30]

B
(

f0(1710) → KK̄
)

= 0.36 ± 0.12 Ref. [31]

= 0.38+0.09
−0.19 Ref. [32]

= 0.6 Ref. [8]. (18)

Reference [31] is a theoretical model where vector-vector and pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar
channels are considered in a unitary way. Yet, the vector-vector interaction is omitted in the
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approach and it is this interaction what produces the f0(1710) resonance dynamically within
the unitary treatment of the local hidden gauge approach [12], and it couples most strongly
to K∗K̄∗. Hence, the coupling to KK̄ determined in Ref. [31] must be used with caution.
Reference [32] is from 1986 and we assume that it has been improved by the number quoted
in Ref. [8] from 2006. We thus take the rate of Ref. [8], however, with an error to allow
overlap with the numbers quoted in Refs. [31] and [32]. Then we obtain

ΓJ/Ψ→γf0(1710)

ΓJ/Ψ

= (1.4+0.8
−0.2) × 10−3. (19)

On the other hand, from Ref. [2] we have

B (J/Ψ → γR → γφω) =
(

2.00 ± 0.08+1.38
−1.00

)

× 10−4, (20)

from where estimating roughly the errors we find

B (J/Ψ → γR → γφω)

B (J/Ψ → γf0)
= 0.14+0.12

−0.07. (21)

III. RESULTS

First of all we show the shape of the distribution dΓ/dMinv and compare it with the
updated data of the experiment [2].

In our approach, and assuming the dominance of the diagram represented by Fig. 2a,
there is no tree level contribution to the φω production. However, in order to account for
the strength of the distribution at large values of Minv, far away from the f0(1710) resonance,
we allow for a small background, which we take as a constant amplitude for simplicity, and
we replace in Eq. (9)

tJ/Ψ→γφω −→ tJ/Ψ→γφω + β, (22)

with β being a constant (positive or negative) whose value is fixed by fitting the data around
Minv ≃ 3000 MeV where the f0(1710) gives no relevant contribution. The value of β turns
out to be of the same sign as Re{tJ/Ψ→γφω}.

In Fig. 5 we show the φω invariant mass distribution obtained, fixing the total strength
such as to reproduce the peak of the experimental data on the number of φω events per bin.
As we can see, there is a perfect agreement between our results and the experimental data.
This might be surprising at a first sight, but the tail of the resonant shape of the amplitude
of Eq. (9), together with the phase space factors in Eq. (12), essentially the factor q̄ω which
vanishes at the φω threshold, combine to give a peak close to the threshold. The resulting
shape of the peak is linked to the dynamics of the process.

It is interesting to separate the contribution of the resonance and the background. In
Fig. 5 we also show the contribution of the resonance alone, eliminating the background β
in Eq. (22). As we can see, the resonance term is dominant, although the interference with
the background raises the strength of the distribution. For comparison we also show in the
figure what one obtains from the background alone.

The agreement with the data is certainly a point to support the idea expressed in this
paper. This agreement is better than the one that would be obtained by the resonance
proposed in Ref. [2]. To show this, we simply substitute tJ/Ψ→γφω of Eq. (9) by

tJ/Ψ→γφω → tEmp =
A′

s − M2
R′ + iMR′ΓR′

+ β ′ (23)
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FIG. 5. The invariant mass distribution dΓ
dMinv

for the process J/Ψ → γφω from Eq. (12). The

data points, shown by filled circles, have been taken from Ref. [2]. The dotted and dashed lines

represent the background and the f0(1710) resonance contribution, respectively. The solid line

shows the coherent sum of the two.

with A′ adjusted to get the strength at the peak position and β ′ again adjusted to get the
strength of the distribution at large values of Minv. After adjusting to the total strength
of the peak we obtain the distribution shown in Fig. 6, which does not reproduce well the
data. It should be noted that in Ref. [2] a large range of mass and width of the resonance
are given and we find that for the values of ΓR′ in the higher part of the range the agreement
is better, yet of lower quality than the one provided by our approach. The important point
is that once a new resonance is ruled out by the arguments in the introduction, the peak of
Ref. [2] is nicely reproduced in terms of the f0(1710) dynamically generated in the approach
of Ref. [12], independently that good fits could be obtained assuming a new resonance.

The work would not be complete if we did not calculate the strength of the J/Ψ → γφω
distribution. We do it now by evaluating the ratio of Eq. (16) for the integrated dΓ/dMinv

and ΓJ/Ψ → γf0(1710). If we integrate up to Mmax
inv = 2.1 GeV, a region that accounts for

the largest part of the peak, we obtain a value of RΓ = 0.15, in agreement with the central
experimental value of Eq. (21). We can also quantify the theoretical uncertainties. First,
we take the limit of integration to Mmax

inv = 2.3 GeV, certainly an upper limit, and we get
RΓ = 0.21. Further theoretical uncertainties can be obtained by changing randomly the
mass and width of the f0(1710) between the range of the PDG, 1720 ± 6 MeV and 135 ± 8
MeV, respectively, and the couplings gi by 10 %. The ratio of 0.15 gets then converted into
RΓ = 0.15 ± 0.04, which added to the uncertainties in the choice of Mmax

inv can be set into
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FIG. 6. The invariant mass distribution dΓ
dMinv

for the empirical amplitude of Eq. (23). The solid

line corresponds to the results found with a Breit-Wigner form with the central values of the

resonance parameters suggested in Ref. [2], i.e., mass of 1795 MeV and width of 95 MeV. The

dashed curve corresponds to assuming the same mass but the upper limit of the width, 183 MeV.

RΓ = 0.15+0.07
−0.04.

As we can see, the range of theoretical values fully overlaps with the experimental one of
Eq. (21). This agreement is totally tied to the dynamics of the V V interaction that we have
used, and, in as much as this dynamics has been tested in so many processes [29, 33–35], it
stands on solid ground. Then, the agreement on the absolute values of the rate of production
relative to ΓJ/Ψ → γf0(1710) is a strong point in favor of the idea exposed here that the peak
observed in Refs. [1] and [2] is due to the excitation of the f0(1710) resonance and its further
decay into φω.

We have stressed the relevance of not having the φω primary production to produce the
shape of the experimental distribution. In order to further understand this point we have
evaluated dΓ

dMinv

for K∗K̄∗ production where one has now a tree level contribution. The

second term of Eq. (9) would now be substituted by A(ωK∗K̄∗ +
∑4

j=1 ωjGjtj→K∗K̄∗) and q̄ω

in Eq. (12) by q̄K∗ . In this case we observe that the background of the tree level largely
dominates the distribution and only a very small peak at threshold appears that could be
missed in an experiment with low resolution.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we had a look at the data of two BES experiments for the reaction J/Ψ →
γφω, where a neat peak is observed in the φω mass distribution close to the φω threshold.
In the experimental works this peak was seen as a signal of one new scalar meson state
with mass around 1800 MeV, not reported in the PDG. We made the important observation
that both φ and ω couple strongly to KK̄ (with the same strength) and a scalar resonance
coupling to φω unavoidably would couple to KK̄, and it should be seen cleanly in the KK̄
spectrum. The fact that no trace of a peak was seen in the experiment around this energy
in the J/Ψ → γKK̄ reaction was proof enough to rule out the peak observed in J/Ψ → γφω
as a signal for a new state. We also noted that the lack of the tree level contribution for φω
production in the J/Ψ → γφω reaction allowed to obtain a clear peak in the φω invariant
mass distribution. In this sense, we showed that in a reaction like in the Belle experiment
B± → K±φω [11] there can be such φω tree level contribution and the large background
can dilute the peak, otherwise observed in the BES experiment.

The main part of the work has then been devoted to show that the peak observed in
the experiment is naturally obtained from the excitation of the f0(1710) resonance and its
coupling to φω. The agreement of the φω distribution with experiment was excellent and
the absolute rates for the partial decay width of J/Ψ → γφω reaction were also in very
good agreement with experiment. The combination of all these facts clarifies the situation
around this experiment with the conclusion that the peak observed is not a signal of a new
resonance, but just a manifestation of the well established f0(1710) state.
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